Why access to education?
- Our group members have been fortunate enough to take access to education for granted
- Early education is extremely important in young children's academic lives
- Education is also a building block for other parts of their lives

Why Book-drive?
- Books and stories are a way for families to bond
- People buy and read books and just leave them on the bookshelf, these books could be reused and used for a good cause
- How we collected books

Why The Washburn Center for Children (WCC)?
- WCC serves as a therapy site for the community
- WCC provides more than just education, they also provide support and hope for the families
- WCC allows families to take borrowed books home and even rewards families with free books
- Helping provide a resource so that kids may be more successful

Experiences working together
- We've gotten to meet people that we might not have otherwise met
- Our group developed great dynamics while striving to accomplish this common goal
- Working with others made the goal less daunting and appear more achievable
- We successfully split up tasks and allowed individuals to fall into important roles
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